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Cosmic Tramp
 
twilight  vaccum's grey
between night  and  day
under  acid  ray
surconsciousness
or  relative confidence
 
bed of  limbo
first lullaby's  word
as last blank say
cage of tempo
symbolic soundtrack's
inner visual wave
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Diem Performance
 
(act2)  
'mullholand lake'
 
 
Over  river   i  rise  upon
body of pedal boat
that is broken on the stone
without  any  goal
my  disturbed carcass  among
boat  inside  circle  tunnel
or down of waterfall's mouth
on the stones in impenetrable forest
 
During the mental disturbance
against  dark   horizons
about misty immense world
to calm sky  to take rest
to try  to find a shelter
again explorer of emptiness
above celestial earth verse
to avoid  arrest,
 
My closed eye
is able to sight
your spark of light
in a pedal boat to ride
on mulholland drive.
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Dying Lovely Present Time
 
Grey  light  in   my  heart
holds me hopeful to  survive
I'm iced but i have
fire of love inside
 
it's dying but i was
born in love 'n' eternity
till the end of candle's life
immortal fire in  my heart,
 
will  be  alive
with the pleasures 
of serenity...
till the end of candle's life
mortal fire in my heart
...
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Emotionalizers Whirlwind
 
Thy readymade painting has been
already ready for all
Again to be re-made as collage
and flowing rain at mirage
Through [? ] of the brain's
turning remain in chaos
Where a whirlwind is supposed
to cruelly contain us
It will ask you in whisper
to lose or to gain boss?
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Incarnation Of Lover(S_P)
 
II
 
madcap emotion on beauty zen of anti-mind food
Norillmal mood, forillmal firewood
a supernice, forbidden holy fruit?
Watercloudyshade guides
clever kind, gentle rude?
Empty carismatic cast
romantic sfumato root?
so may love is devotion of lordiem Goddess nude
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Motionless Flight
 
The best soundtrack that ever heard
which anyone may depart
by its own dramatic lyric
along it...
with no word
almost a harmonic silence chord...
 
I
 
Song of Depart and eternity
you display imaginational journey
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Self-Advise
 
Lose memories, forget goal
Detach the mask  ignore any role,
 
You have seen vicious circle to all
Whatever's happened out control,
 
Paint it blank, leave this blank
No shadow reflects upon the wall
 
Without a lightning at blackhole,
So neither guilt nor playing right
 
Could be insured for human's pride
Or beauty as massive anxious dreams
 
During historynightmare's guide
Although stream of walkers night,
 
With complicated good and evil
Through the ill awareness tide.
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Single Forever On The Way
 
so be thy awake blind owl
for cry that is laugh of the soul
her lotus wine emptiness tears
inside the cold forest fears
at night in glance unit whole
romance of history's goal
just shadow of a surreal girl
got lost but worthful to wait
not return by permanent mate
what godot is delirious girl
may save me as goddess whirl
the way for solid seductive trail
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